the images. In this review, we will discuss the various efforts taken in the last two decades in the field of spatial data mining in the perspective of satellite/ remote sensing images. . Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) or data mining is the non-trivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful information from databases [FPM 1991 ]. So the 'mined' information is typically represented as a model of the semantic structure of the dataset, where the model may be used on new data for prediction or classification. Spatial data mining and knowledge discovery (SDMKD) is the process of discovering interesting and previously unknown, but potentially useful patterns from spatial databases (2008) . Types of the knowledge that discovered from spatial database usually include spatial characterization, spatial classification, spatial dependency, spatial association, spatial clustering and spatial trend/outlier analysis. Spatial co-location pattern mining is spiritually similar to, but technically very different from, association rule mining. Co-location patterns represent subsets of features frequently located together (2009, p.403-408) .
Temporal data mining is concerned with data mining of large sequential data sets. By sequential data, we mean data that is ordered with respect to some index. For example, time series constitute a popular class of sequential data, where records are indexed by time (Jiawei, 2004) . Spatiotemporal data mining presents a number of challenges due to the complexity of geographic domains, the mapping of all data values into a spatial and temporal framework, and the spatial and temporal autocorrelation exhibited in most spatio-temporal data sets (Miller et al., 2001) .
Before detailing the specific works done in the presented topic, a peep into some of the available state-of-the-art data mining techniques would be relevant.
II. DATA MINING TASKS
DM tasks can be broadly classified into two categories: descriptive and predictive. While the general properties of the data is being characterized in the descriptive tasks, the delineating predictions on the on the current data is performed in predictive tasks. There are many and diverse data mining tasks such as classification, regression, association analysis, clustering, time series analysis and outlier analysis are found in the literature
Classification
Data classification is a two-step process consisting of a learning step or training phase and a classification step, where the model is used to predict class labels for the given data. Because the class label of each training tuple is provided, this step is also known as supervised learning (Jiawei, 2004) . The maximization of the classification accuracy rate in the test set is the main goal of learning. Prediction is similar to classification, but the difference is that the goal or predicted attribute is continuous valued or ordered rather than discrete valued class labels as in classification.
The important classification methods are decision tree induction, Bayesian classification method, rule based classification and neural network based classification, support vector machines, fuzzy sets and model based approaches.
Clustering
Clustering is an unsupervised learning task where one seeks to identify a finite set of categories termed clusters to describe the data (Everitt, 1993 , Kaufman, 1990 . Unlike classification that analyses class-labeled instances, clustering has no training stage, and is usually used when the classes are not known in advance. The grouping of data into clusters is based on the principle of maximizing the intra-class similarity and minimizing the interclass similarity. The clustering algorithms can be grouped into four classes: partitioning algorithms, hierarchical algorithms, density-based algorithms and grid-based algorithms.
The partition based algorithms divide the dataset into k partitions in such a way that each object belongs to at most one partition. The oldest algorithm K-means and K-medoids-a variation of Kmeans, cluster the data around the centroid of the cluster based on the Euclidean distance. CLARA (Clustering Large Applications) and CLARANS (Clustering Large Applications) are the algorithms developed for very large datasets. In hierarchical method, a hierarchical decomposition of data is done and represented as a dendrogram. A hierarchical method can be either agglomerative which uses a bottom up (merging) strategy or divisive that uses top down (splitting) strategy Hierarchical algorithms do not need k as an input parameter, which is an obvious advantage over partitioning algorithms. The popular hierarchical algorithms are BIRCH (Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering Using Hierarchies), CURE (Clustering Using REpresentatives) and CHAMELION, in all these, spatial attribute has not been taken into account. The key idea in density based method is that, for each point of a cluster, the neighborhood of a given radius has to contain at least a minimum number of points, i.e., the density in the neighborhood has to exceed some threshold. They can discover clusters of arbitrary shape. DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise), OPTICS (Ordering Points To Identify the Clustering Structure), DENCLUE (DENsity-based CLUStEring) and DBCLASD (Distribution Based Clustering of LArge Spatial Databases) are some of density based algorithms. Grid based algorithms quantize the space into a finite number of cells and then do all operations on the quantized space. The main characteristic of these approaches is their fast processing time, which is typically independent of the number of data objects. They depend only on the number of cells in each dimension in the quantized space. STING (STatistical INformation Grid) and WaveCluster algorithms are working on the principle of clustering on grids. While all the above methods create crisp clusters fuzzy clustering approach creates clusters based on membership values of clusters on data and therefore, a data object can falls in more than one cluster. Fuzzy C-Means algorithm is one of the oldest fuzzy clustering algorithms. Many variations of fuzzy C-Means have been in use since its invention by Bezdek in 1981.
Association and Mining Frequent Patterns
Frequent patterns are patterns that appear in a data set frequently. A set of items such as milk and bread that appear together is called frequent item set (Jiawei, 2004) . The frequent pattern can be represented in terms of association rules. Rule support and confidence are two measures of rule interestingness. They reflect respectively the usefulness and certainty of the discovered rules. Typically, association rules are considered interesting if they satisfy both a minimum support threshold and a minimum confidence threshold.
III. SPECIFIC STUDIES ON SPATIAL DATA MINING
While scanning the literature, we could find a handful of novel algorithms in the group of spatial knowledge discovery which was developed for variety of applications. A brief description on that is detailed. Wadii Boulila et al. (2010) introduced a new spatio-temporal technique for the knowledge discovery from the satellite images. The key step in their study is the multi-approach image segmentation. In order to reduce the loss of information while segmenting the images, they applied simultaneously, the five segmentation methods available. They used the k-means algorithm as a partition-based method, the Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering (BIRCH) algorithm as a hierarchical method, STatistical INformation Grid (STING) algorithm as a gridbased segmentation method, Density Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) algorithm for the density based segmentation method and as a model-based segmentation method, the Expectation-Maximization (EM). They have also taken into consideration, the spatial and temporal components in the images. For the same, the multiapproach model mining, based on four steps : fuzzy clustering, similarity measure, fuzzy classification and spatio-temporal change tree building was applied. Cosine similarity was used for calculating the resemblance between two spatial-temporal models.
In order to explore the spatial and temporal relationships among a set of variables that characterize socioeconomic and land cover change in the Denver, Colorado, USA region from 1970-1990, association rule mining was used by Jeremy Mennis and Jun Wei Liu and they obtained promising results. Deepti Joshi et al.(2012) have developed the Constrained Polygonal Spatial Clustering (CPSC) algorithm based on the A_search algorithm that integrates cluster-level and instance-level constraints as heuristic functions, for the redistricting of geographical area. Using these heuristics, CPSC identifies the initial seeds, determines the best cluster to grow, and selects the best polygon to be added to the best cluster.
A segmentation technique developed by Leen-Kiat Soh and Costas Tsatsoulis (1999) integrates traditional image processing algorithms with techniques adapted from data mining to analyze and segment unstructured satellite images of natural scenes.
Artificial Neural Net based algorithms are well proven methods in the field of classification based on training of data. Various kinds of networks ranging from multi layer perceptrons to self organizing feature maps have been developed for the spatial knowledge extraction from remote sensing images. Fabio Del Frate (2007) assessed the performance and effectiveness of multilayer perceptron (MLP) networks as a tool for the classification of remotely sensed images at very high or high resolution. Limin Jiao and Yaolin Liu [41] proposed a spatial clustering model based on self-organizing feature map and a composite distance measure, for the knowledge discovery from spatial database of spatial objects with non-spatial attributes.
Fuzzy set based clustering can generate near realistic clusters than the hard clustering algorithms. While the conventional clustering algorithms allot the data into exactly one cluster, the fuzzy algorithms defines membership values to more than one cluster, for each data, as a pixel can include different classes of objects. S. Bandyopadhyay (2005, p.579-593) has devised a genetically guided fuzzy clustering algorithm that incorporates spatial information inherent in the pixels and could obtain good segmentation results. Two different approaches, WinAvg and WinTopDown, have been implemented for incorporating spatial information. As a result, the feature space is enhanced, so that its dimensionality increases from N (the number of bands in the image) to 2N and 3N, respectively. Muhammad Shahbaz et al.(2012) has put forward a method to classify the satellite images by identifying objects in the imagery with respect to organization of color pixels and pixel intensity. In order to determine the land cover and change detection of diverse locations over the world, many studies have been conducted using satellite/remote sensed imageries applying a number of algorithms of data mining on it. A few novel algorithms have been developed in some of these studies. In the experiments of mining the agricultural land use evolution from satellite images, Jean-Francois Mari and Florence Le Ber (2006, p.406-414) showed that the HMM2's are powerful tools for temporal and spatial data mining.
In order to investigate the temporal changes in the cultivated area, the satellite remote sensing data would prove to be the most effective data source (Delgado, 2009) . Extensive research has been carried out to use various data mining techniques on remote sensing/satellite images for the crop classification and detection with the spatial perspective. 2005) have experimented with a multi-crop separability study using hierarchical decision rule based supervised classification and could identify a total of 24 classes comprising various land covers like wheat, mustard, potato, fallow, forest, sand, water body, urban etc. Using multi-date LISS-III data, it was possible to discriminate and map the various crops in the study area, whereas single study date is still good for homogeneous area and reduces the data volume. Turgay Celik and Kai-Kuang Ma (2010) proposed an unsupervised change-detection method for multi-temporal satellite images. An approach that relies on frequent sequential pattern extraction along the temporal dimension, combined with a spatial connectivity criterion was presented by Andreea Julea (2012, p. 23-44) . In order to assist agricultural men in decision making, Han Wen Hsiao et al (2006) proposed a 2-phase hierarchical clustering method to mine co-location patterns from geographical data that have applications in agriculture. Eg. To find the occurrence of insect's pest in grassland where the landscape, wind direction and wind velocity are strongly correlated in a particular way.
Some of the data mining techniques are related to soil mapping and modeling. Christensen and Di Cook (1998) describe simple numerical methods to establish the relationship between 10 soil characteristic variables and corn yield. Yang et al (1999, p.60-65) used remote sensing techniques in conjunction with AI neural networks to identify weeds in corn fields. Christopher J. Moran et.al (2002, p. 533-549) modeled the soil map of Murray Basin, Australia using induction rules based on the spatial environmental data. Tree pruning and boosting were used to produce better classification results of soil data. A study was conducted in 2009 by P. Bhargavi and S. Jyoti on the classification of agricultural land soils using Naïve Bayes data mining technique. The results were 100% classified when Naive Bayes Classifier applied to the soil dataset.
IV. CONCLUSION
The application and usage of satellite images are innumerous as it carries loads of information relevant to diversified fields. The geographers, town planners and remote sensing scientists, civil engineers, agriculture scientists and environmental researchers use the potential of spatial coupled with temporal features for formulating new findings and ideas that help in decision making directly or indirectly. Spatial data mining has become a useful tool for scientists and researchers of diverse disciplines as this can be used for knowledge discovery relevant to the field of their interest, which in turn, increases the demand of research to devise novel algorithms and techniques in spatial and temporal data mining. This relatively young research field has come up with valuable contribution in its short journey raises hope of bringing more outputs in its coming years.
